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Year 5 Home Learning 

 
Learning Log: Pack 7 
Support for Home Learning can be found at y.5@arkbentworthprimary.org 
 
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following: 

DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/ 
Mathletics https://www.mathletics.com/ 
Accelerated Reader https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/ 
Oak National Academy https://www.thenational.academy/ 

 
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to 
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.  
 

Reading Children should read for 45 minutes daily.  
Comprehension activities, recorded in exercise book.  

Writing Planning and writing an information text. 

Maths Daily Lessons on Oak national Academy – see booklet 
Additional Tasks to daily lesson – See booklet  

Spelling Spelling activities can be accessed on DB Primary.  

The wider 
Curriculum 

Grammar activities based around the writing for this week. 
Humanities: Exploring daily life for rich people in Islamic cities. Check video 
tutorial on DB Primary. 
Science – Life Cycles of Birds and Reptiles – see pack  
Art – Geometric Patterns in Art  - see pack  
PSE – Writing positive comments online – see pack  
Music- Camilo Menjura – our Y5/6 choir leader at Ark Bentworth – teaching 
how to sing a Spanish song as part of the ‘Band in a Week’ programme. 
Go to: www.arkmusicresources.co.uk/band-in-a-week (Password: 
MusicResources) and scroll down to Week 3. 

Extra 
Activities 

Add comments to the DB Blog – we love to read your comments! 
Have an indoor camping day. Use some bedsheets to make a tent and think 
about what you need to pack in your rucksack. Have your lunch inside the tent 
and read or tell some stories to someone in your family. 
Log into www.radioblogging.net and play along with all the games and join in 
with the writing activities. 

Websites Search Mythical Creatures from around the World on YouTube and click on the 
first link. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgLzwPQB0_4 
 
Read more information about artists at https://www.tate.org.uk/kids 
 

 
Many thanks for your continued support, 
 
Miss Dairo and Miss Oudomvilay (Year 5 and 6 Subject Specialist Teachers) 
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Hello Year 5 and parent/carers 

A weekly overview of the learning for the week is included in the Learning Log for Year 5. 

If you need more information, please email me at y.5@arkbentworthprimary.org or on DB 
Primary for any questions Maths or Science related.  

Pack 7 has more links to online videos and online content. The printed packs will 

support the content covered on the Oak National Academy website and my own 

tutorials posted on DB. There will be links provided in the pack when needed 

and work should be recorded in the Maths book where appropriate.   

Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Miss Oudomvilay 

Pack 7

Session 1 

Maths Warm Up: 132 challenge 
Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Maths Year 5 Week 4  
To find the perimeter and convert units of measure 
Art: Geometric Shapes in Art – Piotr Mondrian 
French: Talking about clothes  

Pack 7 

Session 2 

Main Lesson: Oak Academy Maths Year 5 Week 4   
Convert miles to kilometers  
Booklet: Record tasks in Maths Book
ICT: See DB Primary – see Programming 4 on DB 
PSE: Using emojis in positive comments online – see pack 

Pack 7 

Session 3 

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Maths Year 5 Week 4 
Convert between grams and kilograms
Booklet: Record tasks in Maths Book

Pack 7 

Session 4 

Maths: Arithmetic Test 7 
Science: Life Cycles of birds and reptiles 

Pack 7 

Session 5 

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Maths Year 5 Week 4 
To convert units of mass
 Booklet: Record tasks in Maths Book 

mailto:y.5@arkbentworthprimary.org


 

Session 1: Maths  

The 132 Challenge Award 
Can you complete ALL these times tables questions in the time limit for your year? 

My Name: _______________________                  Challenge Date: ____________ 

BRONZE = 80-99          SILVER = 100-131          GOLD = 132 

 

Note:   Y2 – 5 mins Y3 – 4 ½ mins Y4 – 4 mins Y5 – 3 ½ mins Y6 – 3 mins 

           

My score = ______ out of 132 

1x2= 5x4= 12x4= 7x8= 9x5= 11x5= 
1x5= 3x10= 3x3= 8x2= 5x3= 12x2= 
6x4= 9x3= 6x8= 4x6= 11x4= 5x6= 
2x10= 2x5= 6x2= 10x4= 8x5= 2x7= 
10x3= 2x6= 1x6= 1x4= 5x2= 4x2= 
4x10= 2x3= 8x4= 8x8= 12x9= 1x7= 
11x2= 2x8= 8x12= 7x5= 11x6= 4x4= 
7x12= 1x10= 2x2= 4x3= 6x3= 11x9= 
7x4= 8x3= 7x10= 3x7= 3x4= 10x2= 
6x12= 3x5= 6x5= 2x4= 10x10= 10x5= 
11x3= 5x8= 12x3= 9x10= 12x5= 12x6= 
3x6= 7x2= 5x5= 10x6= 3x2= 1x8= 
5x12= 4x5= 9x6= 8x11= 6x6= 7x3= 
1x3= 5x10= 9x4= 9x2= 11x10= 12x7= 
4x8= 8x6= 6x10= 9x12= 11x8= 7x6= 
4x12= 4x7= 10x7= 7x11= 8x7= 10x8= 
7x7= 3x8= 9x11= 5x7= 6x11= 5x11= 
8x9= 8x10= 11x7= 10x12= 9x8= 9x7= 
3x12= 6x7= 7x9= 10x11= 12x8= 3x11= 
5x9= 4x11= 11x11= 2x9= 2x11= 4x9= 
2x12= 6x9= 1x9= 9x9= 3x9= 10x9= 
11x12= 12x11= 1x12= 12x10= 1x11= 12x12= 



 

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Year 5 Week 4  

To find the perimeter and convert units of measure 

Booklet: Find the perimeter of the following shapes. Record the working out in 
your Maths book.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reasoning with perimeter 

In your book, draw two different shapes that have the same perimeter. Choose rectilinear 
(squares, rectangles or composite) shapes. Use a ruler.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is a good example. Think of your own and  

record this in your Maths book.  



 

Session 1 Art  

We are changing our focus artist to Piet Mondiran! You can see how his artwork is similar to 
Escher’s. There is a change in style, learn more about it on the Art homepage and try to 
make your own version on DB Primary. I hope we can add it to the Year 5 gallery! 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Session 1 – French 

BBC Bitesize ‘Not again Farley’ Clothes   

 

Practice describing your clothes in French! 

I am wearing 
(English) 
 
Je porte 
(Francais)  
 
Juh por 
(French pronunciation)  

Je porte une robe/roh-b 
I am wearing a dress  
Je porte un chapeau/shap -oh 
I am wearing a hat 
Je porte un short/ shor 
I am wearing shorts 
Je portes une chaussures de foot/sha-su-r- 
duh foot 
I am wearing football boots 
Je porte une couronne/coor -on 
I am wearing a crown  

 

 

Session 2: Maths  

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Year 5 Week 4  

Convert miles to km  

Booklet: Convert the following measurements into miles or km. Record these in 
your Maths book. 

Que portez vous? 

What are you wearing? 



 

A unit of measurement  
incorrect  

Conversion of unit of measurement   
correct  

1 mile 
no comparison, no conversion  

just a distance in miles  

1 mile = 1.6km 
clear comparison, clear conversion  
correct conversion of length units   

 

Task 1 – change miles to kms  (number of miles x 1.6)  

1) 1 mile       2) 3 miles    3) 2 miles       4) 6 miles       5) 7 miles      6) 5 miles  

 

Reasoning with miles and kms (full sentences and working out)  

 

Show Me:  Miss Oudomvilay says ‘5 miles is further than 5 km’.  

She is correct. Explain how you know.  

 

 

 

 

Session 2 PSE: Using emojis in positive comments online  

Search: Be Internet Legends > Kind Kingdom and learn more about how to stand up for others online  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

These emojis are often seen in text messages 
and comments online. Circle  the positive 
emojis and underline the emojis that might 
make someone feel sad.  

 

Talk Task: Which ones did you underline? Why?  

 

Imagine you are on DB Primary and you are commenting on the Year 5 posts. Choose and 
draw a positive emoji and write a positive message! The first one has been done for you.  

 

Emoji Positive Comment that matches the emoji 
  

@Kamsi – your presentation is impressive, well done!  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Session 3: Maths 

 

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Year 5 Week 4 

Convert between grams and kilograms 

Booklet: Record the following in your Maths Book 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Task 1 – Change these kg to grams (number of kg x 1000)  

1) 1kg       2) 3kg       3) 5kg      4) 4kg       5) 7kg       6) 8kg 

 

Task 2 – Change these grams to kg (number of grams ÷ 1000)  

1) 4,200g       2) 6,000g        3) 10,000g         4)   7,600g       5) 1,700g       6) 12,500g  

 

Reasoning with grams and kilograms (full sentences and working out)  

Miss Oudomvilay says ‘5kg is less than 5.05kg’ Is she correct?  

How do you know? 

 

 

Session 4: Maths 

 

Arithmetic Test 7 – Questions and Answers at the end of the booklet. 

 

Session 4 Science  

Video Tutorial DB > Year 5 > Science > Pack 7  

This will help with the reading and writing in this lesson. Have Pack 7 ready! 

 

 
 

 

 

A unit of measurement  
incorrect  

Conversion of unit of measurement   
correct  

1 kg  
no comparison, no conversion  
just a measurement of mass  

1 kg = 1000 grams  
clear comparison, clear conversion  
correct conversion of units of mass    



 

Session 5: Maths 

 

Maths Lesson: Oak Academy Year 5 Week 4  

To convert units of mass  

Booklet: Record the following in your Maths Book 

 
 

 

 

 
Task 1 – Change these tonnes to kilograms (number of tonnes x 1000)  

1) 4 tonnes       2) 7 tonnes       3) 5 tonnes      4) 2 tonnes       5) 12 tonnes       6) 3 tonnes 

 

Task 2 – Change these kilograms to tonnes (number of grams ÷ 1000)  

1) 5,200kg       2) 2,000kg        3) 9,000kg         4)   3,600kg       5) 4,700kg       6) 8,500kg  

 

Reasoning with grams and kilograms (full sentences and working out)  

Miss Oudomvilay wants to know 

 ‘If two giraffes weigh 2.8 tonnes, then how much would six giraffes 
weigh? Show this measurement in kilograms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A unit of measurement  
incorrect  

Conversion of unit of measurement   
correct  

1 tonne 
no comparison, no conversion  
just a measurement of mass  

1 tonne = 1000 kg  
clear comparison, clear conversion  
correct conversion of units of mass    

Mavis, where did all of 
the humans go? We 
haven’t seen any for 

ages! 
I’m not sure Betsy but 

it’s been nice and quiet 
on the savannah in the 

past few weeks.   



1 309 - 100 =

2 309 - 40 =

3 99 ÷ 3 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Key Stage 2: Year 5: Arithmetic Test 7

Total for 
this page

2

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark



4

5

6 7231 + 1904 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

3

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

2
7

3
7

+ =

5
8

1
8

_ =



7 5623 - 824 =

8 5 x 7 =

9 6 x 5 x 3 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

4

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark



10 712 x 6 =

11 4.6 + 0.8 =

12 35 ÷ 10 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

5

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark



13 of 16 =

14 72 651 - 9478 =

15 70 000 - 500 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

6

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1
4



16 246 639 + 92 734 =

17 62

18 80 x 7 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

7

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark



19 630 ÷ 9 = 

20 4.6 × 1000 =

21

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

8

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

3
8

3
4

+ =



22

24 4.3 + 1.43 =

23 x 5 =

©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

9

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1
2

3
10

1
5

_ =



©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

10

25 548 x 15 =

26 6845 × 26 =

2 marks

2 marks



©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 

Total for 
this page

11

27 402 ÷ 6 =

28 5719 ÷ 7 =

2 marks

2 marks



©twinkl.co.uk. You may photocopy this page. 12

question answer marks

1 209 1

2 269 1

3 33 1

4 1

5 or 1

6 9135 1

7 4799 1

8 35 1

9 90 1

10 4272 1

11 5.4 1

12 3.5 1

13 4    1

14 63 173 1

15 69 500 1

16 339 373 1

17 36 1

18 560 1

19 70 1

20 4600 1

21 1 1

question answer marks

22 1

23 2 1

24 5.73 1

25 8220 2

26 177 970 2

27 67 2

28 817 2

Total 32

5
7

1
10

1
2

1
2

4
8

1
8

Guidance: Children will have 30 minutes for this test. 

Answer Sheet: Key Stage 2: Year 5: Arithmetic Test 7



  

16  

Session 4:  

Do birds and reptiles grow and change in the same way?   
  

   Key Knowledge   Key Vocabulary 

 Birds and reptiles grow and change in similar ways 

 Both birds and reptiles lay eggs, from which their young hatch 
and then grow into adults 

 Birds, such as chickens, usually take around 10 weeks to grow 
from an egg to a mature hen 

 Reptiles, such as lizards, usually take around 18- 24 months to 
grow from an egg to a mature female 

 The egg is fertilized inside the animal, it is then laid by the female 
to continue its development 

 birds 

 egg 

 chick 

 pullet  

 hen 

 cockerel 

 hatchling 

 reptiles 

 
Knowledge Quiz 4.2 
 

1. Which group of animals undergo a complete or incomplete metamorphosis? 
 

 

2. Caterpillars eat a lot of leaves to prepare to form their: 

 

3.  A caterpillar forms its chrysalis and remains inside it for:  

 

4. Birds and most reptiles both call their young: 
 

5. Circle the answers that apply. Birds and most reptiles also: 

 

2 – 5 days  2 – 5 weeks 2 – 5 years 

hens    

reptiles  birds mammals 

chrysalis skin branch wings  

lay eggs have young that 
hatch out of eggs 

have eggs fertilized 
by  the male  

hatch partially 
formed 



17 

How do birds and reptiles grow and change? 

Birds and reptiles grow and change in similar ways. Both animal groups, while looking, 

moving and sounding very different to each other, grow and change in similar ways.  

Both birds and reptiles 

 lay eggs that need to be taken care of until they hatch 

 have young that grow and change inside an egg; and  

 give birth to live young 

These two animal groups often live in the same habitats. There is a good reason for this. The 

time that an egg is incubating is when the adult is protecting the eggs safe from danger or 

predators, sometimes by sitting on them! 

Task: Identify three similarities and three differences between these animal groups: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

18  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarities:  

 

____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 

 

Differences:  

 

____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 

 

 



19 

Task: Complete the following Venn diagram to show the similarities and differences 
between reptile and bird life cycles: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

20  

Task: What do you notice about these animals and their young?  

Why do you think there is this additional difference? 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 



Answers to the Maths Tasks 
Session 1   

1) Perimeter = 30cm     2) Perimeter = 26cm      3) Perimeter = 38 cm     4) Perimeter = 40cm     5) Perimeter = 56cm      

6) Perimeter = 34cm 

Reasoning – There is more than one correct answer for this question. As long as each shape has the same perimeter, then a correct answer can be awarded.  

Session 2   

Task 1  

1) 1 mile = 1.6km      2) 3 miles = 4.8 km    3) 2 miles = 3.2km     4) 6 miles = 9.6km      5) 7 miles = 11.2km      6) 5 miles = 8km 

 

Reasoning with miles and kms  

Miss Oudomvilay is correct 5 miles is further than 5 km. 1 mile equals 1.6km and if you were to multiply 1.6  km by 5 it would equal 8km. 8km is further than 
5km. 

Session 3 

Task 1  

1) 1kg = 1,000g      2) 3kg = 3,000g       3) 5kg = 5,000g     4) 4kg = 4,000g       5) 7kg  = 7,000g      

6) 8kg = 8,000kg 

 

Task 2  

1) 4,200g = 4.2 kg      2) 6,000g = 6 kg      3) 10,000g = 10 kg        4)   7,600g = 7.6 kg       5) 1,700g = 1.7 kg       

6) 12,500g = 12.5 kg 

 

Reasoning with grams and kilograms  

Miss Oudomvilay is correct because 5kg is equal to 5,000g. 5.05kg, when multiplied by 1000, is equal to 5050g. This is more than 5,000g.  

 

Session 4 – See the end of the arithmetic test 

 

Session 5 

Task 1  

1)  4 tonnes = 4,000kg     2) 7 tonnes = 7,000kg     3) 5 tonnes = 5,000kg      4) 2 tonnes = 2,000kg  

5) 12 tonnes = 12,000kg   6) 3 tonnes = 3,000kg   

 

Task 2  

1) 5,200kg = 5.2 tonnes   2) 2,000kg = 2 tonnes     3) 9,000kg = 9 tonnes    4) 3,600kg = 3.6 tonnes  

5) 4,700kg = 4.7 tonnes   6) 8,500 kg = 8.5 tonnes  

 

Reasoning with tonnes and kilograms  

Six giraffes would weigh 8,400kg in total.  



You are going to be planning and writing an 
information text based on a mythical creature. The 
model text is about Frost Unicorns, a breed of unicorns 
that I have made up. 

You can choose to write about unicorns too or you can 
write about a different mythical creature e.g Pegasus (a 
winged, majestic horse); Basilisks (highly poisonous 
reptilian creatures nicknamed "King of the Serpents) etc. 

Year 5 English and Humanities Pack 7



The Frost Unicorn (model text) 

There are many different breeds of unicorn and one of the most intriguing is the 
Frost Unicorn. Very little is known about this variety because it camouflages itself 
so well that it is rarely ever seen. 

Appearance 

Would you be able to recognise a Frost Unicorn if you saw one? In fact, they are 
very similar to the large majority of unicorns. Like most unicorns, they have a long 
spiral shaped horn, the body of a horse and excellent eyesight. Typically, they 
have amazingly white hair that glitters when it catches the sunlight. However, a 
few have been spotted which are light green in colour. This allows them to blend 
in amongst forest vegetation. Furthermore, they have amazing teeth made of 
diamonds and tails of icy, silver hair. The main feature of the Frost Unicorn is that 
they can freeze anything they touch.   

Habitat 

Like the Common Unicorn, the Frost Unicorn lives in forests. However, it is thought 
that during the winter, they hibernate in the North Pole, possibly buried beneath 
ice caps. If you wish to see a Frost Unicorn, your best chance is during a 
snowstorm, near a frozen river.  You will need to keep quite still, be patient and 
dress warmly, as you might be waiting some time. Remember to take some 
icicles with you as Frost Unicorns love to lick them because it keeps their body 
temperature stable. 

Diet 

Frost unicorns are vegetarian and have a strange diet. They eat the following 
items:  

• red apples 
• forest nuts 
• baby carrots 
• portobello mushrooms 

Be careful when feeding a frost unicorn, as their teeth are extremely sharp and 
they are greedy eaters.   

Interesting Facts 

Frost unicorns are dangerous as they have the ability to enchant anyone who 
sees them. Children and adults have disappeared after seeing a Frost Unicorn.  

Further, unfortunately, if you touch a Frost Unicorn, you run the risk of being 
turned to ice!  

As a final warning, anyone curious enough to track a Frost Unicorn should be 
very careful of these magical, yet deadly creatures.  



Power of 3

You can write 3 features in a list to describe your mythical creature. 

For example: 
A frost unicorns has teeth made of diamonds, tails of silver hair and a 
long horn protruding from its forehead.

Use your nouns and adjectives to write three new sentences (in your 
exercise book) using the power of three to describe your mythical 
creature.

Vocabulary Work

Grammar

Adverbs can move around sentences describing action or whole clauses. They 
tell you more about the how, where, when and why of everything"

Information texts have lots of ‘facts’ about a topic. It is helpful to have words 
that ‘add on’ facts for the reader and not just use and … and … and ... ."
"For example,you can use ‘In addition’ as a sentence starter to ‘add on’ other 
things that your creature likes to eat:
In addition, they gather large mushrooms and dig up juicy roots that grow in 
the forest.

You need to use a comma after In addition when it is at the start of the 
sentence.

Write four sentences (in your exercise book) using the adverbs below that 
describe what your creature likes to eat.

In addition,
Also,
Additionally,
Furthermore,

E.g. In addition, they enjoy eating large mushrooms and juicy roots.
Also, they enjoy eating poisonous mushrooms and rotting roots.



Grammar

Adverbs can be used at the start of a sentence to make the 
information engage the reader. 

E.g.

Interestingly, a few trolls do not have any horns at all. 
Surprisingly, goats are not on the menu! 
Amazingly, trolls like to have lots of fun. 

Try and think of something interesting, something surprising and something 
amazing about your mythical creature and use adverbs based on these emotions to 
introduce this information when you write your own engaging sentences.

Remember to use a comma after the adverb at the start of the sentence. 

Interestingly, 

Surprisingly, 

Amazingly, 



Name	of	mythical	
creature	
Introduction:	
General	information	
about	your	mythical	
creature	
How	many	breeds	are	
there?	
Is	your	creature	well	
known?	

Appearance:	
Expanded	noun	phrases	
(E.g.	long,	spiral	shaped	
horn,	white	hair	that	
glitters	when	it	catches	
the	sunlight)	
similes	(tail	hair	as	sparkly	
as	diamonds)	
Rhetorical	question	(e.g.	
Would	you	be	able	to	
recognise	a	frost	unicorn	
if	you	saw	one?)	
Relative	clause	(e.g.	eyes,	
which	sparkle	in	the	
sunlight)	
Power	of	three	(e.g.	teeth	
made	of	diamonds,	tails	
of	silver	hair	and	a	long	
horn	protruding	from	its	

Plan



forehead)	
Conjunctions	(e.g.	which,	
however,	furthermore)		

Diet:	
Bullet	points	
Add	in	a	warning	(e.g.	Be	
careful	when….)	

Interesting	Features:	

After you have finished planning, write your mythical creature information text in your exercise 
book.



Sky Hawk

Continued over...

I sprinkled brown sugar onto my porridge and watched it melt into sticky golden pools.

‘That’ll rot your teeth,’ said Dad. He sprinkled salt and a small lump of butter on his 
own porridge and swirled it round. He looked tired and grumpy. I guessed he’d been up 
in the night checking the ewes that were due to lamb.

‘You were late coming back from football yesterday,’ said Dad. He flicked 5 
through a farming magazine beside him.

‘Graham and I could’ve done with some help.’

I wanted to tell them I was up on the hills watching an osprey come back. I was 
bursting to tell them we had ospreys nesting here, on our farm. But it was a secret, 
Iona’s and my secret. We’d promised to tell no one. 10

Graham poured a cup of tea and laughed. ‘He wasn’t playing football yesterday.  
He was up on the hill flapping round like a wee birdie. I saw him with a girl up there.’ 
He turned to me. ‘Your girlfriend, is she?’

I hit him on the arm and tea spilled across the table.

‘Och! Grow up, you two, for heaven’s sake,’ said Mum. 15

‘Graham, you’re old enough to know better.’ She mopped the tea from the table and 
sat back in the rocker chair warming her feet on the cooking range. ‘Which girl’s this?’

Graham raised his eyebrows. ‘It looked like Mad Old McNair’s granddaughter to me.’

‘I heard she was back,’ said Mum.

‘Fiona McNair’s child?’ said Dad. He turned to Mum. ‘You were at school 20 
with Fiona, weren’t you?’

Mum nodded. ‘Aye, that was a while ago. There’s a lot of water gone under the 
bridge since then.’

‘Rob hates the McNairs,’ I said. ‘He says Iona’s mum stole from his dad and 
ruined his business. Is it true?’ 

Mum started clearing the table. ‘It’s true that a lot of money went missing the day 



Fiona left,’ she sighed. ‘But truth be told, Rob’s dad was never much of a 
businessman anyway.’

‘He was trying to build an adventure park,’ said Dad, ‘bike trails through the forest, 
and high wire stuff in the trees. It was losing money before Fiona worked there.’ 30

‘She’s a dancer, isn’t she?’ I said. ‘That’s what Iona says. She’s in the big shows 
down in London.’

Mum and Dad exchanged glances and Dad went back to reading his magazine. ‘Well, 
I haven’t heard from her for a while,’ said Mum. ‘But I heard she did a bit of dancing.’

Graham gave a snort of laughter. 35

Dad glared at him. ‘Haven’t you got sheep to feed?’

Graham reached for his coat and gave me a slap on the back. ‘Off to school now,’ he 
grinned. ‘Don’t be late.’

It wasn’t fair. Graham was eighteen. He’d finished school and was back on the farm  
where he’d always wanted to be. Mum and Dad even let him live in the cottage up the 40 
track which had been Granda’s before he died. Graham said he needed his own space.  
I didn’t think Mum should cook his meals and wash all his clothes too.

‘What’s she like?’ asked Mum.

‘Who, Iona?’ I said. I shrugged my shoulders. ‘How should I know?’

I whizzed into school as the bell rang. It was Monday morning and I was late. 45 
I pushed my bike into the rack next to Rob’s and raced to the classroom. The rest of the 
class were already in their seats. The teacher gave me a hard stare and tapped her watch as 
I sat down next to Rob and Euan.

‘What happened to you on Friday?’ whispered Euan. ‘You didn’t get home for 
hours after we left you. Mum made me tell her where we’d been.’ 50

It seemed ages ago, although it was only three days.

‘I was checking on sheep,’ I lied.

‘You’ll never guess who’s in our class,’ said Rob. His face was dark, like thunder. He 
nodded to the tables at the front of the class. ‘It’s her.’

At that moment Iona turned round. It was as if she could feel us looking at her.  55 
She looked strangely out of place in the classroom, in her grey uniform and blue fleece. 
Her hair was tied in a ponytail, but thick clumps and tangles stuck out at the back.  
She smiled at me, but I looked away.

From Sky Hawk, by Gill Lewis *An osprey is a bird of prey.



 Sky Hawk Questions

1. Compare how Dad likes his porridge with how Callum (the narrator) likes his porridge.

2. Where was Callum on the previous evening?

3. Where should Callum have been?

4. What holds Callum back from telling the truth?

5. Mum says ‘There’s a lot of water gone under the bridge since then’. What does she mean
by this expression?

6. Which of the following statements are facts and which are opinions, according to the text:
Fiona McNair has a child.
Fiona McNair used to work locally.
Fiona McNair took money from her employer.
Fiona McNair moved away.
Fiona McNair is a great dancer.

7. What do we find out about Graham in the extract? Find three things, using evidence
from the text to support your answer.

8. How can the reader tell that Iona is new to the school from the extract?

9. What impression do we get of Rob’s feelings towards Iona? How do we know this?

10. Which words suggest Callum is embarrassed to see Iona?

11. Why do you think Callum prefers to keep his meeting with Iona a secret? Give at least
two reasons.

12. What do you predict will happen next in the story?
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The Diary of Anne Frank Questions 

1   Circle the correct word to complete the sentence. 

It was too early for her to get up, so Anne had to control her... 

confusion            nerves            inquisitiveness            inventiveness          [1 mark] 

2 What is the name  of Anne’s cat? [1 mark] 

3 Decide whether each statement about  the extract is true or false. [1 mark] 

True False 

One of Anne’s birthday gifts was a token  for three  books. 

Anne went  to school with Hanneli. 

On her birthday, Anne got home  from school at five o’clock. 

Anne’s mother  made  her a plate of biscuits. 

4 ‘I hope  I will be able to confide everything to you’ 

To whom  or what  is Anne referring when  she uses the word ‘you’? [1 mark] 

5 Why does Anne wake particularly early on her birthday? [1 mark] 

6 What do you think Anne’s friends have gathered at her house  to do? [1 mark] 

7 ‘I hope  you will be a great source of comfort  and support.’ 

How does the comment Anne adds to her diary on 28 September 1942  support  the 
idea that  she comes to love writing in her diary? Use evidence from the extract to 
support  your answer.   [1 mark] 

8  Why do you think people chose the words ‘There goes Anne,  Hanne and Sanne.’ to 
describe Anne, Hanneli and Sanne?        [2 marks] 

9   The final paragraph of the extract describes Anne’s friends. What evidence is there 
in other  parts of the text that,  although she has friends, Anne does not feel she can 
confide in them?  [1 mark] 

10   How does the phrase  ‘When I got home,  Sanne Lederman was already there.’ suggest 
that  Sanne does not go to school with Anne?         [1 mark] 



Humanities 
Just how amazing was daily life for rich people in Islamic cities 

such as Baghdad and Córdoba?

Key Knowledge 

 The rich had access to many of the luxuries we do today: libraries, schools, wide variety of 
international food and well-lit streets due to links with other countries 

 They were able to take part in many different activities for pleasure: polo, hunting, feasts, 
reading translated books from other empires 

Key Vocabulary 

 The court of a ruler is the place where they live 

 When something is decorated in an Arabic style is it called arabesque 

 Unparalleled means something is bigger, better or even worse than anything of its kind 

Knowledge Quiz 

1. What might you find in the courtyard of a Baghdad house?

2. What would a visitor not find in Baghdad, 1,000 years ago?

3. Which areas of the world did traders come from?

4. In its Golden Age, how many more people lived in Baghdad than London?

5. Baghdad houses were built with:

Fountains Mud Bazaar 

Abundance of water Variety of cultures Strong Wi-fi Exotic foods 

Australia Brazil Greenland 

E

North Africa 

Ten times Double 100 times Ten more 

stone wood mud Sun-dried bricks 

Watch video on 
DB Primary



FLIGHT OF THE BLACKBIRD 
Do you eat asparagus or start your meal with soup and end with dessert, or use toothpaste or wear 
your hair in a fringe? If so, you owe a lot to one of the greatest musicians in history. 

Use this diagram to see who the characters in this story are: 

He was known as Ziryab, a colloquial Arabic term that means "blackbird." He lived in Spain more 
than a thousand years ago and founded a music school whose fame survived him by more than 500 
years. He spread a new musical style around the Mediterranean, influencing musicians and singers 
and affecting the course of European music. He was an expert in matters of taste, style and 
manners. 

If you haven't heard of this remarkable artist, it's not surprising. It's probably because he spoke 
Arabic and was part of the royal court of the Arab empire in Spain. Muslims from Arabia and 
North Africa ruled part of Spain called Al-Andalus from 711 until 1492. This area experienced a 
golden age of civilization that was the envy of all Europe. Muslims, Christians and Jews interacted 
with each other in a spirit of tolerance and cooperation that was unparalleled at the time. Ideas 
from Arab Spain spread to France and then throughout Europe, and to the Americas. This is how 

Ziryab's achievements of became part of western culture. 

Watch the video of me reading this story on DB Primary.



Blackbird's real name was Abu al-Hasan 'Ali ibn Nafi'. He was born around 789 in 
what's now Iraq. Some Arab historians say he was a freed slave whose family served 
al-Mahdi, the caliph (ruler) of the Baghdad-based Abbasid empire from 775 until the 
caliph's death in 785. According to Ibn Hayyan of Córdoba, one of Arab Spain's 
greatest historians, he was called Blackbird because of his dark complexion, the 
clarity of his voice and "the sweetness of his character." In Baghdad, Blackbird 
studied under the royal court musician Ishaq al-Mawsili ("Isaac of Mosul"). 

Baghdad was then a world centre for culture, art and science. Its most famous ruler 
was Harun al-Rashid, al-Mahdi's successor. He loved music and brought many 
singers and musicians to the palace to entertain his guests. 

In Ibn Hayyan's account, when Harun asked to hear Ziryab perform, the young man 
asked permission to "sing what human ears have never heard before." Playing a lute, 
he had made himself, Ziryab began to sing and the caliph was quite impressed. 

This worried Ishaq, who feared Ziryab might replace him. So Ishaq issued an 
ultimatum to him: "Leave Baghdad, take up residence far from here, and swear that 
I'll never hear from you again. If you do this, I'll give you enough money to meet 
your needs. But if you choose to stay—I warn you, I'll risk my life and all I possess to 
crush you. Make your choice!" 

Ziryab took the money, fleeing to Kairouan in 
present-day Tunisia. Ziryab had no intention of 
staying there, however; his eyes were on al-
Andalus and the city of Córdoba, which he 
thought might be a fit setting for his talents. 

He wrote to al-Hakam, the ruler of Al-Andalus, 
offering his musical skills, and al-Hakam invited him to Córdoba. But when Ziryab 
arrived in Spain in 822, al-Hakam was dead. His son and successor, 'Abd al-Rahman 
II, renewed the invitation. He wanted a young musician who would bring culture to 
Al-Andalus, the wild west of the Arab world. His own Umayyad family had come to 
Spain as exiles from Damascus, where they had ruled an Islamic empire for several 
hundred years. 'Abd al-Rahman offered Ziryab a handsome salary and land, and he 
accepted. 

Once 'Abd al-Rahman heard Ziryab sing, contemporaries say he was so captivated 
that he would never again listen to another singer. The men became close 
confidants, and often met to discuss poetry, history and all the arts and sciences. 



Ziryab served as a kind of "minister of culture" in 
Al-Andalus. In addition to knowing 10,000 songs 
by heart, he was also an excellent poet, a student of 
astronomy and geography, and a dazzling 
conversationalist. One of his first projects was to 
found a school of music that welcomed not only the 
talented sons and daughters of the higher classes 
but also lower-class court entertainers. Ziryab also 
made two major changes to the lute. He added a 
fifth pair of strings and played the instrument with 
an eagle's talon or quill, rather than the traditional 
wooden pick, giving it greater delicacy of 
expression and a greater range. 
Music, however, was not Ziryab's only area of 
influence. He revolutionized the arts of dining, in 
ways that survive today. Before Ziryab, having a 
meal in Spain was a simple affair: Platters of 
different foods were piled together on bare wooden 
tables. Table manners were non-existent. Ziryab 

combined foods in imaginative recipes and elevated a spring weed called asparagus to the status of 
a dinner vegetable. He also created a number of desserts. 
Ziryab decided that palace dinners would be served in courses, starting with soups or broths, 
continuing with fish, bird or meats, and ending with fruits, sweet desserts and nuts. Eventually, 
the custom became the rule throughout Europe. The English expression "from soup to nuts," 
indicating a lavish, multi-course meal, can be traced to Ziryab, who also altered the setting for 
dining by introducing table coverings, delicate crystal and even a trimmer, lighter soupspoon! 

Ziryab developed Europe's first toothpaste, made shaving among men popular and set new haircut 
trends. For women, Ziryab opened a beauty 
parlour where he created daring new hairstyles. 
The women of Spain traditionally wore their hair 
parted in the middle, covering their ears, with a 
braid down the back. Ziryab introduced a shorter, 
shaped cut, with a fringe on the forehead and the 
ears uncovered. 

He established a fashion calendar based on the 
seasons. In springtime, men and women were to 
wear bright, coloured clothes. In summer, white 
clothing was the rule. In winter, Ziryab 
recommended long cloaks with fur. 



Not surprisingly, Ziryab's tremendous influence incurred the jealousy of other people in Córdoba. 
However, he had the ruler's support and that was all that mattered. 'Abd al-Rahman II died 
around 852, and Ziryab is believed to have followed about five years later. Ziryab's children kept 
alive his musical inventions, assuring their spread throughout Europe. 

As 'Abd al-Rahman II and Ziryab departed the stage, Córdoba was coming into its own as a 
cultural capital and seat of learning. By the time 'Abd al-Rahman III took power in 912, the city 
had become the intellectual center of Europe.  

As the first millennium (1000CE) drew to a close, students from France, England and the rest of 
Europe flocked to Córdoba to study and to take advantage of the great city library with its 600,000 
volumes. When they returned home, they took with them not only knowledge, but also art, music, 
cuisine, fashion and manners. 

Europe found itself awash with new ideas and new customs, and among the many streams that 
flowed northward from Spain, more than one had been channelled by Ziryab.  

Follow the red route to see Ziryab’s move from Baghdad to Córdoba. 



The Great Mosque in Córdoba, Spain 

Why do you think the Great Mosque is so special? Make notes around the pictures. 

World’s third largest mosque Capacity: 

10,000 people 
856 columns:  

Made from granite and 
marble  



What a visitor would find when visiting Córdoba, Spain 

500,000 inhabitants, living 
in 113,000 houses (when 
London had just 10,000) 

700 Mosques spread 
throughout the city and its 
twenty-one suburbs 

Streets paved and even lit 

Many bookshops and more 
than seventy libraries 

Papermakers Glass makers 

Silkworm breeders Craftsmen working with 
wood, ivory, jade and leather 

Farmers bringing oranges, 
grapefruit, grapes and figs to 
market 

Schools Public baths Hospitals 

Imagine a Saxon from Britain visiting this city, what would most surprise them, why? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Where would you choose to visit first, why? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 



Sights, sounds and smells 

Your task is to write a letter to a friend who was living in Saxon Britain at this time.  You 
have to describe how amazing life was for the rich people in cities such as Córdoba and 
Baghdad. To make the letter interesting use your senses. 

First, read the following descriptions and copy the sense phrases into the correct columns. 

One has already been completed for you.

“There were courtyards where 
you could hear fountains flow 
and smell the oranges and 
lemons growing in the groves.” 

“The very rich raced horses, 
played polo and hunted with 
falcons and hawks.” 

“The court is paved with 
marble.  The walls of the 
mosque are faced with multi-
coloured marble and above this 
are mosaics of gold and other 
colours showing paintings of 
trees and towns and beautiful 
inscriptions. The tops of the 
columns are covered with gold. 

The day to day life of a Muslim 
ruler was based around the 
court.  Rulers spent much of 
their time receiving visitors and 
listening to their requests. 
Important meetings were held 
with those who helped run the 
government.  Guests were often 
entertained with music.  People 
sat on cushions on a rug on the 
floor, while listening to tales of 
Arabian Nights. 

Leisure time might also be 
spent listening to poets and 
storytellers reciting their work. 
Lavish banquets gave rulers 
and courtiers an important 
opportunity to relax from the 
pressures of life.  They played 
chess, watched snake charmers 
and visited barbers and 
masseurs. 

“Baghdad was a bustling city of 
taverns and cabarets where 
people played chess and 
backgammon.” 
“Acrobats provided 
entertainment as did snake 
charmers and those who told 
the stories of the Arabian 
nights.” 

Noblemen would also take the 
members of the court out 
hunting, particularly at times 
when they were not involved in 
warfare.  Hunters rode horses 
and used spears or bows to 
attack a range of animals 
including deer and lions. 

Trained animals or birds, like 
dogs, hawks and falcons, were 
also used in the hunt. Courtiers 
might also be expected to play 
active games with their ruler, 
like polo. 

“The girls sat around me, and 
when night came, they set up a 
banquet with plenty of nuts and 
fragrant herbs. Then they 
brought the drinking cups, and 
we sat to drink with the girls 
singing and some playing 
musical instruments.” 



Sight Sound Smell 

  Courtyards   Fountains flowing   Oranges and lemons 
growing in the groves 

Now put a * next to your six most powerful phrases. These are the phrases you will use in your 
letter.

Now write a letter to a friend back home describing just how incredible these Islamic 
cities are (Baghdad in Iraq and Córdoba in Spain). To make your letter even stronger 
compare the towns in Saxon Britain to these cities.



Sky Hawk

Answers

1. Dad prefers it salty, whereas Callum prefers it sweet.

Dad likes it with salt and butter, whereas Callum likes to have brown
sugar melting on it.

Dad thinks Callum’s porridge is too sweet; he says it will rot Callum’s teeth.

2. He was on the hills with someone called Iona, watching an osprey.

3. He should have been at football practice and then helping on the farm.

4. He made a promise to Iona. He may also be worried about Graham’s reaction.

5. She means that it is a long time ago and lots has happened since then, so any
problems that happened then should be forgotten about.

6. F, F, O, F, O

7. He likes to tease his younger brother (‘Your girlfriend, is she?’).
He is eighteen.
He has left school.
He lives in a cottage up the track.
He does not cook for himself or wash his own clothes, which could
suggest he is a bit lazy.
He works on the farm, which he likes (‘always wanted to’).

8. Rob says ‘you’ll never guess who’s in our class’, suggesting that she is new.
It says she looks ‘out of place’ in her school uniform.

9. It seems like he doesn’t like her because it says his face was ‘dark, like thunder’
and he doesn’t give her a name—‘It’s her’ suggests quite a rude reaction.

10. ‘She smiled at me, but I looked away’.

11. He knows other people, like Rob, don’t like her.
He’s afraid he’ll be teased by his brother.
He might get into trouble, because he wasn’t where he said he would be.

12. Predictions should use indications from the text, such as referring to the
osprey, secret meetings with Iona or other aspects of the text which have been
mentioned.



True False 

One of Anne’s birthday gifts was a token  for three  books. ✓ 

Anne went  to school with Hanneli ✓ 

On her birthday, Anne got home  from school at five o’clock. ✓ 

Anne’s mother  made  her a plate of biscuits. ✓

The Diary of Anne Frank Answers 

1   inquisitiveness     1 mark (Content Domain 2a) 

2   Moortje            1 mark (Content Domain 2b) 

3 

4  Pupils should identify that  Anne is referring to her diary when  she 
uses the word ‘you’.    1 mark (Content Domain 2d) 

5  Pupils should identify that  Anne wakes early because  she is excited 
about  her birthday and wants  to see her presents.         1 mark (Content Domain 2d) 

6  Pupils should identify that,  as it is Anne’s birthday, it is likely that  her friends have 
gathered at her house  for some sort of party or celebration. 

1 mark (Content Domain 2e) 

7  Pupils should identify that  in the entry made  on 28 September Anne confirms that  she 
has found  keeping a diary a comfort  and that  she now ‘can hardly wait’ 
for the times when  she can write in her diary.        1 mark (Content Domain 2f) 

8  Pupils should identify that  by shortening Hanneli’s name  to Hanne, 
the names  of the three  girls rhyme.        1 mark (Content  Domain 2g) 

Some pupils may also note  that  using three  similar/rhyming names  highlights the fact that  
the girls were always seen together. 1 additional mark (Content Domain 2g) 

9. Pupils should identify that  when  she  first addresses  her  diary, she
hopes  that  she  will be  able to  confide in it in a way she  has  never  been  able to  before. This suggests  she  
does  not  feel able to  confide in her  friends.
1 mark (Content Domain 2f)

10. Pupils should note  that  Anne  writes in her  diary that  she  goes  to gym with  her  class (even though she  
does  not  take  part) and  then  goes  home  with  Ilse, Hanneli and  Jacqueline, since they  are  in the  same  class. 
As Sanne  arrives at  Anne’s house before  Anne  and  her  friends, this suggests  that  she  is not  at  school with  
Anne  (or at  least not  in the  same  class).                                                                   1 mark (Content Domain 2d)"



Take some time to relax with mindfulness colouring!
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